
$369,900 - 527 Twin Oaks DR
 

Listing ID: M160179

$369,900
3 Bedrooms, 2 Bathrooms, 1600 square feet
Single Family

527 Twin Oaks DR, Moncton, New
Brunswick, E1G0J2

Welcome to your new home! This Bulman
style charming 3 bedrooms,1.5 bath semi
sits on extra large corner lot has been
meticulously updated with modern features,
making it the perfect blend of comfort and
style. This property offers both accessibility
and tranquility. Brand new flooring (2024)
adding elegance and durability to every
room. The kitchen is equipped with new
stainless steel appliances (2024) perfect for
culinary enthusiasts and family gatherings.
Enjoy a fresh canvas with newly painted
walls (2024), creating a bright and inviting
atmosphere. Ample living space provides
flexibility for relaxation, entertaining, or
work-from-home arrangements. Illuminate
your living space with stylish new lighting
fixtures (2024), enhancing the overall
aesthetic. Indulge in relaxation with a
renovated bathroom (2024) featuring
modern fixtures and elegant design. Beat the
heat with new (2024) energy-efficient Mini
split cooling system. Located conveniently
just steps away from the bus stop,
commuting is a breeze, offering easy access
to nearby amenities and city attractions
.Walking distance to elementary and middle
school. A separate side entrance, so there
could be potential for a mortgage helper and
features finished Family Room and a
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$369,900 - 527 Twin Oaks DR
 

Storage Room In Basement. Large driveway
where 4 cars can be easily parked. Walking
trial is steps away. Easy access to highways
Don't miss out on the opportunity to make
this beautiful house your new home sweet
home! Quick closing available. (id:24320)
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